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Abstract In this study, we classified two types of El Nin˜o–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events within the decadal ENSO amplitude modulation cycle using a longterm coupled general circulation model simulation. We defined two climate states—strong and weak ENSO amplitude periods—and separated the characteristics of ENSO that occurred in both periods. There are two major features in the characteristics of ENSO: the first is the asymmetric spatial structure between El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events; the second is that the El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a asymmetry is reversed during strong and weak ENSO amplitude periods. El Nin˜o events during strong (weak) ENSO amplitude periods resemble the Eastern Pacific (Central Pacific) El Nin˜o in terms of the spatial distribution of sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA) and physical characteristics based on heat budget analysis. The spatial pattern of the thermocline depth anomaly for strong (weak) El Nin˜o is identical to that for weak (strong) La Nin˜a, but for an opposite sign and slightly different amplitude. The accumulated residuals of these asymmetric anomalies dominated by an east–west contrast structure could feed into the tropical Pacific mean state. Moreover, the residual pattern associated with El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a asymmetry resembles the first principal component analysis (PCA) mode of tropical Pacific decadal variability, indicating that the accumulated residuals could generate the change in J. Choi  S.-I. An (&) Department of Atmospheric Sciences, Global Environmental Laboratory, Yonsei University, Seoul 120-742, Korea e-mail: [email protected] S.-W. Yeh Department of Environmental Marine Science, Hanyang University, Ansan, Korea



climate state. Thus, the intensified ENSO amplitude yields the warm residuals due to strong El Nin˜o and weak La Nin˜a over the eastern tropical Pacific. This linear relationship between ENSO and the mean state is strong during the mature phases of decadal oscillation, but it is weak during the transition phases. Furthermore, the second PCA mode of tropical Pacific decadal variability plays an important role in changing the phase of the first mode. Consequently, the feedback between ENSO and the mean state is positive feedback to amplify the first PCA mode, whereas the second PCA mode is a negative feedback to lead the phase change of the first PCA mode due to their lead-lag relationship. These features could be regarded as evidence that the decadal change in properties of ENSO could be generated by the nonlinear interaction between ENSO and the mean state on a decadal-to-interdecadal time scale. Keywords ENSO  Central Pacific El Nino  Amplitude modulation  El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a asymmetry



1 Introduction The El Nin˜o–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is modulated on a decadal-to-interdecadal time scale in terms of its amplitude, frequency, and other characteristics (Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Wang and Wang 1996; An and Wang 2000; Wang and An 2001; McPhaden and Zhang 2002; Fl} ugel et al. 2004; Imada and Kimoto 2009; An 2009). In particular, the amplitude of ENSO underwent changes on time scales of 10–20 years (Gu and Philander 1997; Torrence and Webster 1998; Sun and Yu 2009), and these decadal amplitude modulations of ENSO were accompanied by the nonlinearity of ENSO represented especially by the El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a asymmetry (Timmermann 2003; Rodgers
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et al. 2004; An 2009). Due to the great global impacts and teleconnection of ENSO (Ropelewski and Halpert 1996; Trenberth and Carbon 2000), the understanding and predictability of decadal ENSO modulation are important. On one hand, many studies in the past two decades have suggested that the tropical Pacific mean state leads to the decadal modulation of ENSO properties (Wang and Ropelewski 1995; Timmermann 2003; Ye and Hsieh 2006). For instance, the abrupt climate shift that occurred in the late 1970s had a significant impact on ENSO amplitude and frequency (An and Wang 2000; Fedorov and Philander 2000). On the other hand, Timmermann (2003) argued that decadal modulations of the ENSO amplitude are attributable to the nonlinear dynamics of ENSO itself without invoking an extratropical impact. However, the physical process that leads to the decadal modulation of ENSO is still unclear. Recent studies have argued that the climate state in the tropical Pacific affects not only the amplitude, but also the spatial pattern of ENSO. Earlier theoretical studies (An and Jin 2001; Fedorov and Philander 2001; Bejarano and Jin 2008) based on normal mode analysis showed that dominant ENSO modes such as delayed oscillator mode or recharge oscillator (Schopf and Suarez 1988; Jin 1997a, b) and SST mode (Neelin et al. 1998) have distinct differences in frequency, propagation, and spatial distribution, and their excitation is highly dependent upon the background state. Therefore, the decadal change in background conditions surely leads to the changes in ENSO’s properties. However, later diagnostic studies showed that the type of El Nin˜o identified as Eastern Pacific (EP; conventional El Nin˜o) El Nin˜o and Central Pacific (CP; new type of El Nin˜o) El Nin˜o (a.k.a., warm pool El Nin˜o, dateline El Nin˜o, or El Nin˜o Modoki) (Ashok and Yamagata 2009; Kug et al. 2009; Yeh et al. 2009; Kao and Yu 2009) also depends on the background climate state (Choi et al. 2011). For example, the higher occurrence climate state of CP El Nin˜o is associated with a strong zonal gradient of mean SST in the tropical Pacific, and the opposite is true for EP El Nin˜o. CP El Nin˜o has become more frequent during the late twentieth century whereas EP El Nin˜o occurred less frequently in recent decades. Meanwhile, the intensity of the two El Nin˜o types differs remarkably. The amplitude of EP El Nin˜o is stronger than that of CP El Nin˜o. Though the cross-link between theoretical studies and diagnostic studies has not been established, these studies at least verified that the dominant spatial pattern of ENSO is controlled by the tropical Pacific climate state. However, the relationship between decadal ENSO amplitude modulation and its pattern modulation is not yet fully understood. According to previous studies, the pattern of the decadal SST anomaly resembles the residuals induced by ENSO
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asymmetry (Rodgers et al. 2004). Schopf and Burgman (2006) further suggested a residual effect induced by the difference between the anomaly centers for El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a. In the same manner, it is expected that the spatial asymmetry between EP and CP El Nin˜os produces the residual feeding into the tropical Pacific mean state because the El Nin˜o type (i.e., EP or CP) is identified by the zonal location of the maximum center of SST anomalies. Sun and Yu (2009) computed the residual induced by the two types of ENSO using observational data, and showed that the residual pattern is similar to the pattern of the decadal oscillation. These results imply that the tropical Pacific decadal oscillation (i.e., mean state change) can be generated through an internal process of the tropical Pacific, and is likely to be strictly linked to the intrinsic characteristics of ENSO. Consequently, there must be a two-way interaction between the tropical Pacific mean state and ENSO, which seems to be a positive interactive feedback without time lag. Therefore, this interactive feedback pushes both the mean state and ENSO in one direction, but does not lead to the phase transition of the tropical Pacific decadal-to-interdecadal oscillation because there is no delayed negative feedback. Choi et al. (2009) showed that the mean SST warming in the eastern Pacific develops together with the intensified ENSO activity and the El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a asymmetry. Additionally, they verified that the residuals associated with ENSO asymmetry could reinforce the warming of the mean eastern Pacific SST, and that the mean SST warming over the eastern Pacific could intensify the ENSO activity. However, Choi et al. (2009) do not address how the mean state leads to decadal change in different types of ENSO, how the decadal change in the different types of ENSO can reinforce the mean state, or how the amplitude decadalmodulation of ENSO is related to the spatial-pattern modulation of ENSO. In addition, the phase transition of decadal variability needs to be examined. Our first interest is to examine the relationship between the decadal modulation of the amplitude and the spatial distribution of ENSO. First, we identify the ENSO type within the decadal amplitude modulation cycle, and then investigate the residual effects induced by two different ENSO types on the tropical Pacific mean state. Finally, we discuss the change in the linear relationship between ENSO and the mean state and its association with the phase change of decadal oscillation. Section 2 describes the datasets and defines the ENSO amplitude modulation in this study. Section 3 examines the changes in ENSO characteristics within the modulation cycle and describes two different ENSO types. Section 4 establishes the interaction between residuals due to ENSO asymmetry and the mean state in the tropical Pacific. Section 5 summarizes and discusses our results.
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2 Data and model A long-term simulation of GFDL coupled GCM CM2.1 (Delworth et al. 2006; Wittenberg et al. 2006) is used; specifically, we use a 500-year pre-industrial run. These data were also used by Kug et al. (2010) and Choi et al. (2011). Both of these previous studies used the modified ˜ O3 and NIN ˜ O4 indices (hereafter, NIN ˜ O3m and NIN ˜ NINO4m, respectively) due to a slight westward extension of the cold tongue in this model compared with observation. These indices are appropriate for defining the El Nin˜o events in this simulation. Modified indices are defined as ˜ O3m SSTA (the averaged SSTA over 170°–110°W, NIN ˜ O4m SSTA (the averaged SSTA over 5°S–5°N) and NIN 140°E–170°W, 5°S–5°N). The definitions of modified indices are shifted about 20° longitude to the west compared to the conventional definition. Figure 1 shows both indices averaged during the winter (ND(0)J(1)). ND(0)J(1) represents the average from November through the following January. The gray-solid line and black-dashed line ˜ O3m and NIN ˜ O4m SSTA, respectively. indicate the NIN Based on the two modified indices, we define the index for decadal ENSO amplitude modulation. We apply a wavelet analysis to the average of the two indices, and thus to the time series of the SSTA averaged over the region, 140°E– ˜ O34m). Using the wavelet 110°W, 5°S–5°N (hereafter, NIN spectrum, we characterize the low-frequency modulation of the ENSO amplitude by computing the interannual (2–7˜ O34m SSTA (hereafter year) wavelet variance of a NIN referred to as the N34mVar index), as described by Torrence and Webster (1998) and Choi et al. (2009). The thick-solid and thick-dashed lines in Fig. 1 indicate the N34mVar index and its mirror, respectively. The magnitude of the N34mVar index represents the strong or weak ENSO amplitude. In particular, the N34mVar index ˜ O3m than about involves more information about NIN ˜ O4m because the general magnitude of NIN ˜ O3m is NIN ˜ O4m on an interannual time scale. greater than that of NIN In order to analyze the periodicity, we apply spectral analysis to the N34mVar index. The dominant period of the N34mVar index is obtained by computing a global wavelet
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spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows that the N34mVar has a statistically significant spectral peak around the 28-year band. The period of decadal ENSO amplitude modulation in this model differs from that of observed modulation. In observation, it seems that the ENSO intensity is modulated with the maximum spectral peaks at the 10–15-year period (Sun and Yu 2009); on the other hand, there may be a sampling error due to the small number of observations. While the ENSO spectrum of this simulation is clearly stronger than the observed spectrum, its fractional amplitude modulation is fairly realistic (Wittenberg 2009). Therefore, this data can be adapted to investigate the decadal modulation of ENSO. In the next section, we analyze the characteristics of ENSO within the decadal modulation cycle.



3 Two types of ENSO in the decadal modulation cycle We first analyze the spatial distribution of El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a within the decadal ENSO amplitude modulation cycle. El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events are defined as events ˜ O3m or NIN ˜ O4m indices greater than 0.5°C that have NIN and less than -0.5°C during the winter (ND(0)J(1)),



Fig. 2 Global wavelet power spectrum of the N34mVar index (thick solid line). Short and long dashed lines indicate the 95% significance level and the theoretical red-noise, respectively



Fig. 1 Time series of winter ˜ O3m (November–January) NIN ˜ O4m (gray solid line), NIN (black dashed line) SST anomaly indices, N34mVar index (decadal ENSO amplitude, thick solid line), and its mirror (thick dashed line)
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respectively. The anomalous variables of El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a are composed for the strong and weak ENSO amplitude periods. We define the strong-ENSO and weakENSO amplitude periods based on the N34mVar index such that the two periods indicate when the values of the normalized N34mVar index are greater than and less than 1.0 standard deviation, respectively (hereafter, strongENSO and weak-ENSO period). In the strong-(weak-) ENSO period, El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events occur 37 and 45 (28 and 24) times, respectively. The weak-ENSO period also has low-intensity El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events. There are fewer events during the weak-ENSO period than during the strong-ENSO period. Hereafter, the El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) events during strong-ENSO and weak-ENSO periods are denoted by strong El Nin˜o (strong La Nin˜a) and weak El Nin˜o (weak La Nin˜a), respectively. Figure 3a, b show the spatial structures of composed SST anomalies of strong El Nin˜o and weak El Nin˜o events during ND(0)J(1), respectively. Figure 3c, d are the same as Fig. 3a, b, but for La Nin˜a. The shaded area in the figure represents statistically significant regions at a 95% confidence level determined by Student’s t test. As seen in Fig. 3, the El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a asymmetric features in the spatial structure and magnitude during both strong-ENSO and weak-ENSO periods are clearly identified. For instance, the center of SST anomalies of strong El Nin˜o events is located over the eastern Pacific, and its magnitude reaches 3.0°C, while the maximum anomalies of strong La Nin˜a events appear over the central Pacific with a value of about -2.0°C. Interestingly, the locations of the maximum centers of El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events are switched during the weak-ENSO period such that El Nin˜o centers at the western-to-central Pacific and La Nin˜a centers at the eastern Pacific, as shown in Fig. 3b, d. The magnitudes for weak El Nin˜o and weak La Nin˜a events reach about 1.0 and -1.0°C, respectively. The magnitude asymmetry during the weak-ENSO period is smaller than that during the strong-ENSO period. Using observational data, Sun and Yu (2009) also showed features similar to



Fig. 3 Composite SST anomalies (ND(0)J(1)) for El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events during the strong-ENSO period (a and c, respectively) and the weakENSO period (b and d, respectively). Shading indicates 95% significance level determined by Student’s t test
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those found in this study, specifically the spatial asymmetry between El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events during both the strong-ENSO and weak-ENSO decadal periods, and the switchover of the maximum centers of El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events between the strong-ENSO and weak-ENSO decadal periods (see Fig. 3). Therefore, the asymmetric features of composed SST anomalies seem to be well simulated in this model compared to the observational data. In this study, features similar to those identified using the observational data are not limited to SST, but are also found throughout other variables. Figure 4 shows the thermocline depth anomalies corresponding to Fig. 3. The thermocline depth is defined by 17°C isotherm depth. Note that we take the 17°C isotherm depth rather than the 20°C isotherm depth as a proxy for the thermocline depth to avoid the possible outcropping of the 20°C isotherm that might occur due to the cold bias of this model. As in Fig. 3, the shaded area in Fig. 4 represents the region found to be statistically significant at a 95% confidence level determined by Student’s t test. In strong El Nin˜o, the thermocline depth shows a zonal seesaw pattern. The nodal line is located near 160°W at the equator. This basin-wide thermocline variation is consistent with the larger zonal widening of zonal wind stress anomaly patterns shown in Fig. 4e (solid line). The mass convergence induced by zonal wind stress leads to the deepening of the thermocline over the eastern Pacific. The weak La Nin˜a events have a similar thermocline depth anomaly pattern but for an opposite sign. On the other hand, in the cases of the weak El Nin˜o (Fig. 4b) and strong La Nin˜a (Fig. 4c) composites, the thermocline depth anomalies are maximized in the southern central Pacific near 150°W, 5°S. These local anomalies are somewhat matched with the nodal line of the zonal wind stress anomaly over the equator. In Fig. 4e, f, the solid (dashed) line indicates the equatorially-averaged (5°S–5°N) zonal wind stress anomalies for strong and weak El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) events, respectively. Both nodal lines of the zonal wind stress anomaly for strong La Nin˜a (Fig. 4e, dashed line) and weak El Nin˜o (Fig. 4f, solid line) are
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located near 150°W, and their spatial patterns are almost identical except for the sign. The divergence (convergence) of zonal wind stress near 150°W leads to a shoaling (deepening) thermocline for strong La Nin˜a (weak El Nin˜o) events over the central Pacific. The correlation between these two patterns (Fig. 4a, d) reaches -0.80. Also, Fig. 4b is highly correlated with Fig. 4c (correlation coefficient is -0.87). This out-of-phase subsurface structure between El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a occurring in the different mean state conditions indicates that there is a dynamic linkage between these events. These thermocline structures seem to be associated with distributions of zonal wind stress. Figure 5 shows the scatter plots for the heat content (a proxy for thermocline depth) and zonal wind stress. We consider the zonal mean value and east–west differences for each variable during the winter (ND(0)J(1)). The zonal mean value is calculated by the region, 120°E–80°W, 5°S–5°N. The eastern (western) Pacific region is defined over the region, 160°W– 80°W (120°E–160°W), 5°S–5°N, which is defined by the eastern (western) side of the nodal line (160°W). Figure 5a illustrates the relationship between the zonal mean wind stress and the east–west difference in heat content. The zonal distribution of heat content associated with ENSO is highly correlated with the strength of the zonal mean trade wind (correlation coefficient of 0.74). This feature is one of the concepts for the Recharge Oscillator (Jin 1997a, b). Also, the basin scale variation of heat content is generated by the west-east difference in zonal wind stress (Fig. 5b). This indicates that the slope and depth changes in equatorial thermocline depth are affected by the structure of the zonal wind stress. Therefore, the structural similarity between strong El Nin˜o and weak La Nin˜a (or weak El



Fig. 4 Composite 17°C isotherm depth anomalies (ND(0)J(1)) for a El Nin˜o and c La Nin˜a events during the strong-ENSO period. e The equatorially-averaged (5°S– 5°N) zonal wind stress for El Nin˜o (solid line) and La Nin˜a (dashed line) during the strongENSO period. b, d, f Same as (a), (c), and (e), but for the weak-ENSO period. Shading indicates 95% significance level determined by Student’s t test in (a, b, c, and d)



Nin˜o and strong La Nin˜a) seems to be related to the zonal wind distribution. In order to investigate the oceanic dynamics of El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events, we perform a heat budget analysis in the ocean mixed layer. In particular, we focus on SST anomaly tendencies due to two feedback processes, thermocline and zonal advective feedbacks (Jin 1997a, b; Picaut et al. 1997), which play an important role in the growth and transition of ENSO (An et al. 1999; An and Jin 2001). The terms thermocline feedback and zonal advective feedback are defined as follows: oT 0 Thermocline feedback:  w ; oz Zonal advective feedback:  u0



oT ; ox



where u is the oceanic zonal current and T is the temperature averaged over the mixed layer (fixed at a depth of 50 m). Vertical velocity (w) is computed at the bottom of the mixed layer (55-m-deep). An upper bar () represents climatology, while a prime symbol (0 ) indicates anomaly. Figure 6 represents the equatorially-averaged (5°S–5°N) SST tendencies due to the two feedbacks for each event during the mature phase (NDJ). Short and long dashed lines indicate the thermocline and zonal advective feedback, respectively. A thick solid line refers to the sum of both feedbacks (hereafter, total feedback). In the case of strong El Nin˜o (Fig. 6a), the thermocline feedback has a sharp peak over the eastern Pacific. Over the central Pacific, the thermocline and zonal advective feedbacks have opposite signs; however, the magnitude of zonal advective feedback is slightly greater than that of the thermocline feedback. The SST tendency due to the total feedback has a
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2636 Fig. 5 Scatter plots for the zonal wind stress [Pa] and heat content [K] anomaly plane. a X and Y axes indicate the zonal mean wind stress and zonal difference in heat content anomaly, respectively. b X and Y axes represent zonal difference in zonal wind stress and zonal mean heat content. All values are averaged during ND(0)J(1). Closed (open) circles and squares indicate strong (weak) El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events, respectively. Gray crosses represent the normal year



Fig. 6 Short and long dashed lines represent the equatoriallyaveraged (5°S–5°N) thermocline and zonal advective feedbacks, respectively, for a strong El Nin˜o, b weak El Nin˜o, c strong La Nin˜a, and d weak La Nin˜a events. The thick solid line indicates the sum of thermocline and zonal advective feedbacks
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maximum value mostly confined over the eastern Pacific. On the other hand, in the case of weak El Nin˜o (Fig. 6b), the SST tendency from the total feedback seems to have two peaks. The tendency over the western Pacific is increased relative to that over the eastern Pacific, mainly due to the increase in zonal advective feedback. Over the eastern Pacific, the maximum magnitude of thermocline feedback in strong El Nin˜o is about 6 times larger than that in weak El Nin˜o. In addition, the maximum of the SST tendency from the total feedback over the eastern Pacific moves slightly west in weak El Nin˜o compared to that in strong El Nin˜o. In weak El Nin˜o, the SSTA centers over the western Pacific, even though the SST tendency from the total feedback has two peaks over the western and eastern Pacific. This is because the SSTA is generated not only by the mixed layer feedback, but also by an atmospheric feedback (Choi et al. 2011).
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In La Nin˜a, the SST tendencies from total feedback in both strong (Fig. 6c) and weak (Fig. 6d) events are similar except in magnitude. The maximum magnitude of the SST tendency from total feedback reaches -0.7 K month-1 during strong La Nin˜a events, whereas it reaches -0.4 K month-1 during weak La Nin˜a events. Both strong and weak La Nin˜a events have a sharp peak of thermocline feedback over the eastern Pacific. The magnitude of total feedback in strong La Nin˜a (Fig. 6c) is greater than that in weak La Nin˜a (Fig. 6d) over the whole region. Additionally, the mixed layer dynamics in La Nin˜a are similar during strong-ENSO and weak-ENSO periods. This similarity in the mixed layer dynamics may lead to a similar SST anomaly pattern during strong and weak La Nin˜a events, even though the spatial structure of SST anomalies during strong and weak El Nin˜o events differ remarkably.
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Kao and Yu (2009) defined ENSO events with the SST anomaly centered at the eastern Pacific as the eastern Pacific type of ENSO, and those with the SST anomaly centered at the central Pacific as the central Pacific type of ENSO. Interestingly, the strong and weak El Nin˜o resemble the Eastern Pacific (EP) El Nin˜o and Central Pacific (CP) El Nin˜o, respectively. Kug et al. (2010) and Choi et al. (2011) examined the characteristics of EP and CP El Nin˜os using the same dataset as this study. Kug et al. (2010) showed that the EP and CP El Nin˜os simulated by GFDL CM2.1 are realistic compared to observation. In both studies, the magnitude of EP El Nin˜o was greater than that of CP El Nin˜o. In addition, the zonal wind stress anomalies associated with CP El Nin˜o appeared more to the west than those associated with EP El Nin˜o. These features resemble the characteristics of the two El Nin˜o events defined by this study (strong and weak El Nin˜o). In terms of the SST anomaly, the pattern correlation between EP El Nin˜o (Fig. 3a in Kug et al. 2010) and composed strong El Nin˜o events (Fig. 3a) in this study is 0.987 over the region, 120°E–80°W, 20°S–20°N. According to the definition by Kug et al. (2010), the strong El Nin˜o events involve 31 EP El Nin˜o and 6 CP El Nin˜o events. In addition, the pattern correlation between CP El Nin˜o (Fig. 3b in Kug et al. 2010) and composed weak El Nin˜o events in this study (Fig. 3c) is 0.983 over the same region. Also, weak El Nin˜o events involve 5 EP El Nin˜o and 23 CP El Nin˜o events. Furthermore, the thermocline structures for strong and weak El Nin˜o events are also similar to those for EP and CP El Nin˜o events, respectively. Both previous studies argued that the thermocline and zonal advective feedbacks are the key mechanisms in the generation of EP and CP El Nin˜o, respectively. Similarly, this study confirms that the zonal advective feedback is more important to generating the weak El Nin˜o than the strong El Nin˜o in mixed layer dynamics. Therefore, the decadal modulation of ENSO amplitude seems to concur with that of ENSO types defined by the spatial structure. Regarding the decadal modulation of El Nin˜o’s type, Choi et al. (2011) proposed that the mean state changes in the tropical Pacific could control the flavor of El Nin˜o. In other words, the mean state change associated with tropical Pacific decadal variability affects the number of occurrences of each type of El Nin˜o through changes in the ocean and atmosphere dynamics. This implies that the intensity and spatial structure of ENSO are also modulated by the same dynamic process that governs the decadal-tointerdecadal time scale variability. On the other hand, the different types of ENSO could result in different types of residual effects on the tropical Pacific mean state. According to previous studies (Rodgers et al. 2004; Yeh and Kirtman 2004; Sun and Yu 2009; An 2009; Choi et al. 2009), the ENSO also affects the tropical Pacific mean
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state through nonlinear rectification. Therefore, we need to understand the residual effects induced by different types of ENSO on the mean state. In the next section we examine the influence of different types of ENSO on the tropical Pacific mean state.



4 Nonlinear rectification effects of ENSO on the mean state The residual effect is computed by adding the El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a SST and thermocline depth composites. Choi et al. (2009) showed that the El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a asymmetry is most prominent in their mature phases. Therefore, the residual for the winter season (mature phases) is representative of the total residual. Figure 7a, c show the residuals of SST and thermocline depth for the strong ENSO period. The residual of the SST is dominated by a zonal see-saw structure with a large amplitude pattern in the tropical eastern Pacific, and a weak opposite amplitude in the western Pacific (Fig. 6a); this is consistent with previous observations (Fig. 9 of Sun and Yu 2009). The residual of thermocline depth exhibits a zonal contrast pattern with a pole near the dateline at 10°S and another pole in the eastern coastal region. The deep (shallow) thermocline is dynamically associated with the warm (cold) surface temperature; thus, the residuals of the SST are associated with those of the thermocline depth. During the weak-ENSO period (Fig. 7b, d) the spatial pattern of the residuals is out-of-phase with those during the strong-ENSO period, but a magnitude of residual is small. The pattern correlation between the residuals during the two periods is -0.93 and -0.85 for SST and thermocline depth, respectively. Although the spatial patterns of El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a are different for the two periods, the residual patterns are almost identical except for the sign. This indicates that the residuals induced by El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a asymmetry generate the opposite rectification effects on the mean state for the two different periods. These features were also shown in an observational study (Sun and Yu 2009). Sun and Yu (2009) suggested that the residual effect is reversed between the enhanced and weakened intensity periods of the ENSO intensity modulation cycle. To ignore the effect of the varying mean state, we also calculated the residuals using the anomaly deviated from a long-term varying mean state (20-year moving averaged value) instead of the conventional climatology; the results were not significantly affected, because the magnitudes of mean state changes are relatively small compared to the anomaly induced by ENSO. Figure 8a shows the residuals of equatorially-averaged (5°S–5°N) subsurface temperature during the strong-ENSO period. As seen in Fig. 7, the patterns of residuals for
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2638 Fig. 7 The residual (El Nin˜o ? La Nin˜a) of anomalies during the winter (ND(0)J(1)) for the a, c strong-ENSO and b, d weak-ENSO periods. The upper (a, b) and lower (c, d) panels represent the residuals of the SST and 17°C isotherm depth, respectively
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strong-ENSO and weak-ENSO periods are out of phase. The residuals of equatorially-averaged subsurface temperature during the weak-ENSO period are also inversely correlated with residuals during the strong-ENSO period (spatial correlation is -0.98, not shown). The thick upper and lower lines represent the climatological mixed layer depth and thermocline depth, respectively. The mixed layer depth is defined as the depth at which the temperature differs by 0.5°C from the surface temperature (Monterey and Levitus 1997). In the western-to-central Pacific, the minimum core of the residual appears near 165°E at a depth of 140 m (bottom of the mixed layer depth), which reaches -3.5°C, as is consistent with the shoaling of thermocline depth in this region. The maximum anomaly is located near the thermocline in the eastern Pacific. These subsurface changes are consistent with the changes in SST and thermocline depth in Fig. 7. In order to examine the internal variability with a decadal-to-interdecadal time scale of oceanic vertical structure in the equatorial Pacific, we apply empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis (a.k.a., principal component analysis) to the 20-year moving-averaged, equatoriallyaveraged (5°S–5°N) subsurface temperature (hereafter, 20 year-SubT). This approach is the same as that used by Choi et al. (2011) to identify decadal changes of the tropical Pacific in this simulation. Figure 8b shows the spatial pattern of the first EOF mode, which accounts for 59.0% of the total variance. The higher variance explains that the decadal variability of the tropical Pacific is dominated by the east–west contrast pattern. The first EOF mode is almost identical to the residual pattern for the strong ENSO period (Fig. 8a). The pattern correlation between residuals (Fig. 8a) and the first EOF mode (Fig. 8b) is 0.90 for the domain of 120°E–80°W and from the surface to a depth of 250.6 m. This result indicates either that the residuals due to ENSO asymmetry are rectified into the mean state in the tropical Pacific, or that the mean state leads to different residual types by influencing the ENSO characteristics.
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Fig. 8 a The residual (El Nin˜o ? La Nin˜a) of equatorially-averaged (5°S–5°N) temperature anomalies during the winter (ND(0)J(1)) for the strong-ENSO period. b The first EOF mode of the 20-year moving averaged equatorial subsurface temperature. The upper (lower) thick solid line represents the climatology of mixed layer depth (17°C isotherm depth)



To further examine the consistency between the residuals and mean state changes, we compute the linear regression coefficients of the 20-year moving averaged SST, thermocline depth, and zonal wind stress with respect to the first EOF principal component (PC) time series of 20 year-SubT (hereafter, the mean PC1). Figure 9a shows the 20-year moving-averaged SST pattern associated with the mean PC1. We also examined the regression pattern associated with the positive and negative parts of the mean PC1 separately. The results are not significantly different. This indicates that the decadal ENSO amplitude
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modulation is related to the symmetric varied decadal oscillation even though the magnitude of ENSO residuals differs during the two periods. The zonal dipole mode in Fig 9a is captured by the second EOF mode of the 20-year moving averaged SST, which accounts for 24.1% of the total variance (not shown). Temporal correlation between their PC time series is 0.826. The EOF analysis is used to determine the leading patterns that explain most of the variance in the internal variability in the tropical Pacific (Fang et al. 2008; Sun and Yu 2009). Therefore, Fig. 9a indicates that there is an internal variability associated with zonal dipole mode in this simulation on the decadalto-interdecadal time scale. The pattern of SST (Fig. 9a) is almost identical to the residuals induced by ENSO asymmetry during the strong-ENSO period (Fig. 7a) with a pattern correlation of 0.85. Moreover, the mean state change of thermocline depth (Fig. 9b) is similar to the residuals during the strong-ENSO period (pattern correlation is 0.92 in Fig. 7c). Figure 9c shows the changes in equatorially-averaged (5°S–5°N) zonal wind stress associated with the mean PC1, which is also dynamically consistent with the oceanic mean state changes. On the whole, the spatial pattern of residuals induced by ENSO asymmetry and the pattern of mean state changes associated with internal long-term variability are quite similar. This indicates that the mean state changes in the tropical Pacific are related to the residuals associated with ENSO
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Fig. 9 a A map of linear regression coefficients for SST with respect to the first EOF PC time series [K]. b, c Same as (a), but for the 17°C isotherm depth [m] and equatorially-averaged (5°S–5°N) zonal wind stress [Pa 9 10-3], respectively
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asymmetry, as mentioned in previous studies (Yeh and Kirtman 2004; An 2009). To examine the relationship between ENSO residuals and mean state change, we compute the correlation coefficient between decadal ENSO amplitude and mean state change indices. We focus only on the decadal modulation of EP type ENSO because of its dominant signal compared to the CP type ENSO. The decadal ENSO amplitude index is defined by the 20-year sliding standard deviation of ˜ O3m SSTA, referring to the decadal amplitude moduNIN lation of EP type ENSO. We also performed the same ˜ O4m index; however, the decadal analysis using the NIN amplitude modulation of CP type ENSO is not well repre˜ O4m SSTA index involves both EP sented because the NIN and CP type signals due to the westward extension of EP type ENSO. For instance, the temporal correlation between ˜ O3m and the 20-year sliding standard deviations of NIN ˜ NINO4m SSTAs is 0.937. Therefore, we used only the ˜ O3m as the dec20-year sliding standard deviation of NIN adal modulation of EP type ENSO. The indices for mean state changes are defined by the mean PC1 (the first EOF mode of the 20-year moving averaged subsurface temperature at the equator). These two indices are simultaneously correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.941. When we used the same definition like the N34mVar index for decadal ENSO amplitude index, the temporal correlation between mean state and ENSO amplitude indices reaches 0.643. This slight reduction in the correlation is due to some smoothing effects in wavelet decomposition. Therefore, the ˜ O3m is useful as 20-year sliding standard deviation of NIN the decadal ENSO amplitude index in this part. The strong correlation between indices for mean state change and decadal ENSO amplitude is a common feature in many previous CGCM studies (Timmermann 2003; Cibot et al. 2005; Choi et al. 2009). This high correlation coefficient indicates that the changes in mean state control the decadal ENSO amplitude modulation, or that the residuals induced by ENSO asymmetry rectify into the tropical Pacific mean state. With tied together, a two-way feedback between the change in mean state and ENSO seems to exist. However, the issue of phase transition of decadal variability needs to be addressed in the context of the two-way feedback between ENSO and the mean state. For instance, the warmer mean condition over the eastern Pacific could lead to intensity the air-sea coupling and at the same time to retard negative feedback associated with the Rossby wave reflected the western boundary (Kang and Kug 2002; Choi et al. 2011). Therefore, the warm climate state intensifies the ENSO variability. Also the asymmetry of El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a is increased in this climate state as indicated by previous studies (Timmermann 2003; Choi et al. 2009). The residuals induced by the strong and asymmetric ENSO (e.g. Eastern Pacific El Nin˜o and Central Pacific La Nin˜a)
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in turn amplify the warmer mean state over the eastern Pacific. A more amplified warm state over the eastern Pacific could lead to stronger and more asymmetric ENSO again. This kind of two-way feedback seems like positive feedback. Therefore, this linear interpretation cannot describe the phase transition of the mean state or the decadal ENSO amplitude modulation cycle. Thus, an examination of changes in the linear relationship between the ENSO amplitude and mean state changes is needed. If the linear relationship is always reinforced during the entire period, then the residuals induced by ENSO asymmetry cannot explain the oscillation of the tropical Pacific climate state on a decadal-to-interdecadal time scale. The black-dashed line in Fig. 10 indicates the 20-year sliding correlation between the decadal ENSO amplitude index and the mean PC1, which refers to the changes in linear relationship between ENSO and the mean state condition. Hereafter, ENSO-mean feedback index is used to refer to the black dashed line. The physical meaning of ENSO-mean feedback is described in previous paragraph. The high value of the correlation coefficient describes the strong linear relationship between ENSO amplitude and mean state. Thus, in this condition, the positive feedback between the residual effect induced by ENSO and mean state changes may be strong. On the other hand, the positive feedback is weak when the correlation coefficient decreases. In other words, there is a weak linear relationship between the ENSO and mean state during periods when the coefficient is smaller. The thick gray line in Fig. 10 indicates the absolute value of the mean PC1. This line refers to the phase change of decadal oscillation (i.e., mean state changes). Thus, the large positive values indicate the mature phase (both positive and negative phases) of decadal oscillation, but the transition phase appears when this value reaches 0. In Fig. 10, the ENSO-mean feedback index decreases abruptly when the thick gray line has a small value. The simultaneous temporal correlation between two indices is 0.43, which is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. When we use the wavelet to define the decadal ENSO amplitude index like in Fig. 1, the result is not significantly changed. This indicates that the linear relationship between the ENSO amplitude and mean state tends to be weak during the transition phase of decadal oscillation. Therefore, the rectification effects of ENSO residuals on the mean state or the effect of the mean state on ENSO is weak during the transition phases of decadal oscillation. Thus, the linear relationship between ENSO amplitude and mean state can be adapted only for the mature phase of decadal oscillation. The ENSO-mean feedback process cannot describe the phase transition of decadal oscillation; therefore, further studies of the phase transition are needed. Figure 11a represents the second EOF mode of the 20 year-SubT, which shows the basin-scale cooling (or
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warming) in the mixed layer. On the other hand, there is an opposite variation over the western and eastern Pacific near the climatological thermocline depth (lower thick line). This mode is related with the first EOF mode (43.5%) of 20-year moving averaged SST (temporal correlation between PC time series is 0.795). The regressed SST anomalies with respect to the second EOF mode of the 20 year-SubT shows ENSO-like variability except for expanded latitudinal scale (not shown). Some previous studies suggested that the delayed-oscillator mechanism of ENSO is also applicable to ENSO-like decadal variability (Knutson and Manabe 1998; Yu and Boer 2004). However, the physical mechanism of this mode needs to be investigated in future study. In this study, the statistical relationship between the first and second modes is described. This mode seems to affect the stratification between the mixed layer and thermocline depth over the western and eastern equatorial Pacific by an opposite way. To investigate the periodicity, the global wavelet spectrum analysis is applied to the first (closed circle) and second (open square) EOF PC time series of the 20 year-SubT, as shown in Fig. 11b. Both PC time series oscillate periodically with the decadal-to-interdecadal time scale. Therefore, the second EOF mode, which has a similar periodicity to the first EOF mode, also shows internal variability in this simulation. Figure 11c indicates the lead-lag correlation between both the first and second PC time series. The X axis represents the lag-year, and a positive (negative) value means that the second PC time series leads (lags) the first PC time series. It seems that the second PC time series leads the first PC time series. The correlation coefficient is maximized at 0.502 near 21 lag years, and is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. In this simulation, the decadal modulation of ENSO occurs with a 28-year period, and it seems to be related to the first EOF mode, which has a zonal dipole variation. In addition, the periodicity of the second EOF mode is similar to that of the first EOF mode. Therefore, if both the first and second EOF modes are associated with the decadal modulation of ENSO, the second EOF mode leads the first EOF mode with 1/4 phase difference. This indicates that there is a possibility that the second EOF mode is a negative feedback for the phase transition of the decadal oscillation. To investigate the change in patterns for the second EOF mode, the lagged-regression maps (depicted in Fig. 12) with respect to the second PC time series were analyzed. Laggedyears are 0, 7, 14, and 21 years in Fig. 12a–d, respectively. The lag-0 map (Fig. 12a) shows a warm anomaly under the mixed layer over the western Pacific. This anomaly tends to propagate to the east following the thermocline. After 21 years, the positive anomaly reaches the eastern Pacific and makes a zonal dipole structure. This structure is similar to that of the first EOF mode, and there is a phase difference
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Fig. 10 The thick gray line indicates the absolute value of the PC time series of the first EOF mode (Fig. 8b). The black dashed line represents ˜ O3m SSTA and the first EOF PC time series the 20-year moving correlation between the 20-year sliding standard deviation of NIN Fig. 11 a The second EOF mode of the 20-year moving averaged equatorial subsurface temperature. The upper (lower) thick solid line represents the climatology of mixed layer depth (17°C isotherm depth). b Global wavelet power spectrum for the first (closed circle) and second (open square) EOF PC time series. Short and long dashed lines indicate the 95% significance level and the theoretical rednoise, respectively. c Lead-lag correlation between the first and second EOF PC time series. X axis indicates the lagged-year. Horizontal short-dashed lines indicate 98, 95, and 90% significance levels
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between the first and second modes. Therefore, it seems that the second EOF mode could affect the phase change of the first EOF mode through subsurface dynamics. Consequently, the feedback between ENSO and the first EOF mode is positive feedback to amplify the first mode itself, and this feedback adapts only for the mature phase of the decadal oscillation. On the other hand, the second EOF mode is a negative feedback to lead the phase change of the first EOF mode due to their lead-lag relationship.



5 Summary and discussion In this study, we used the outputs of GFDL CM2.1 to examine the decadal ENSO modulation (amplitude and spatial distributions) and the nonlinear interaction between ENSO and the mean state. First, we defined the index for decadal ENSO amplitude modulation, which involves the signal of western-to-eastern SST anomalies over the tropical Pacific. The amplitude of ENSO is modulated with



a 28-year spectral peak. We defined two climate states according to ENSO amplitude: strong and weak ENSO amplitude periods. Next, the El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events were each composited during two periods. There are two major features in the SST anomaly. The first is the spatial asymmetry between El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events in both strong and weak amplitude periods, and the second is that the spatial asymmetries in both periods are reversed. The asymmetric feature of the SST anomaly is distinguished during El Nin˜o events, especially in the magnitude and location of the center for the SST anomaly. On the other hand, the spatial structure of the SST anomaly for La Nin˜a events is not remarkably different during the two periods. Furthermore, the structure of the thermocline depth anomaly for strong El Nin˜o events resembles that for weak La Nin˜a events, but for an opposite sign, which is dominated by a zonal see-saw pattern. On the other hand, the results for weak El Nin˜o events are similar to those for strong La Nin˜a events, which show basin-wide changes with small magnitudes. This similarity in structure of
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2642 Fig. 12 Lagged-regression map for 20-year moving averaged equatorial subsurface temperature with respect to the second EOF PC time series. Lagged years are 0, 7, 14, and 21 years in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively
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thermocline depth between El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a during two different periods seems to result from the structure of zonal wind stress. The SST, thermocline, and zonal wind stress of the composites are all dynamically consistent. Generally, the asymmetric features for El Nin˜o events during the strong (weak) amplitude period resemble the Eastern (Central) Pacific El Nin˜o in terms of amplitude, spatial distribution, and heat budget in the mixed layer. The pattern correlation between strong (weak) El Nin˜o and Eastern (Central) Pacific El Nin˜o during the mature phase is significantly high. In addition, the thermocline feedback is a major process in the generation of El Nin˜o events during the strong-ENSO period, but the zonal advective feedback is important to generating El Nin˜o events during the weak-ENSO period. These findings are consistent with the characteristics of the two types of El Nin˜o events, which are defined by the spatial structure of the SST anomaly. The similarities between El Nin˜o events during two different mean states (strong-ENSO and weak-ENSO amplitude periods) and Eastern or Central Pacific El Nin˜o events indicate that the decadal modulation of amplitude and the spatial distribution of El Nin˜o are physically linked to each other. The asymmetric features of ENSO could induce the residuals, which affect the tropical Pacific mean state. To compute residuals, we added all El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a anomalies during their mature phases (ND(0)J(1)), respectively, for strong-ENSO and weak-ENSO amplitude periods. The patterns of the residuals represented the east– west contrast structures, and there was an out-of-phase relationship between the two different periods. During the strong-ENSO amplitude period, the patterns of residuals induced by ENSO asymmetry warm the SST and deepen
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the thermocline over the eastern tropical Pacific, indicating that heat content is accumulated over that regime. On the other hand, the residuals of the thermocline (as a proxy for heat content) during the weak-ENSO amplitude period accumulate over the western tropical Pacific. The equatorially averaged (5°S–5°N) subsurface temperature is also consistent with the structure of the SST and thermocline depth anomaly. This east–west contrast pattern of residuals resembles the leading principal component analysis mode (PCA) of tropical Pacific decadal variability. The spatial correlation between two patterns is significantly high. It indicates that the residuals induced by ENSO asymmetry could generate the tropical Pacific decadal variability. As previously mentioned, the mean state affects the properties of ENSO. Specifically, there seems to be a two-way feedback between ENSO and the mean state. In order to investigate the change in two-way feedback, we computed the 20-year sliding correlation between indices for ENSO amplitude and zonal-dipole mean state changes (i.e., the first EOF mode). Consequently, the ENSO-mean feedback seems to be strong only for the mature phases of decadal oscillation. The linear relationship between ENSO amplitude and mean state abruptly decreases in the transition phase of decadal oscillation. Therefore, this two-way feedback cannot explain the phase transition of decadal variability. The second EOF mode of low-frequency variability in the tropical Pacific plays an important role in the phase transition of decadal oscillation. This second mode has a basin-wide variation in the mixed layer; however, there is a zonal contrast variation near the thermocline depth. This kind of variation seems to modulate the stratification under the mixed layer over the western and eastern tropical Pacific in opposite ways.
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The results of this study are consistent with an observational study (Sun and Yu 2009). Sun and Yu (2009) discussed the similarity of the spatial pattern between strong (weak) El Nin˜o and EP (CP) El Nin˜o. We extended the examination into the oceanic feedback processes using CGCM data. Consequently, we showed that the decadal ENSO amplitude modulation and spatial distribution of El Nin˜o are physically linked to each other. Choi et al. (2011) argued that the number of occurrences of EP or CP El Nin˜o events is modulated by the phase of tropical Pacific decadal variability. This indicates that the strong EP El Nin˜o/CP La Nin˜a occurred more frequently during the strong-ENSO amplitude period. Conversely, the weak CP El Nin˜o/EP La Nin˜a occurred more frequently during the weak-ENSO amplitude period. In other words, the difference in the intensity, spatial distribution, and frequency of occurrence are modulated by the climate state condition. Also our study adds further understanding on the interaction between the ENSO asymmetry and tropical Pacific mean state. Recent studies (e.g. Sun and Yu 2009; Choi et al. 2009) demonstrated that the ocean–atmosphere coupling plays a role in positive feedback between ENSO intensity and mean state as stated in Fig. 10 of this study, whereas the role of mean thermocline is a negative feedback to leading to a phase transition of decadal variability. This indicates that the warmer surface mean state over the eastern Pacific could lead to intensify the ENSO variability, at the same time the warmer subsurface condition (i.e. deep thermocline depth) stabilizes the ENSO variability by reduced stratification near the thermocline. We further suggested the temporal variation in the relationship between ENSO amplitude and mean state, referring that the ENSO-mean positive feedback is weaken during the transition phase of decadal oscillation. Also, we found that the mature phase of second mode of low-frequency variability in the tropical Pacific is related with the transition phase of the first mode. This indicates the second mode of lowfrequency variability could lead to a phase transition of the first low-frequency mode. There are some caveats in our study. Our conclusion is derived based on diagnostic analysis, thus, the hypothesis proposed here still needs to be tested using the numerical model. Furthermore, the effects of mid-latitude or atmospheric stochastic forcing are not taken into account, and these are possible driving mechanisms of the tropical decadal variation. Also, the origin of the second low-frequency mode is not yet understood. In light of the limitations mentioned above, a more comprehensive analysis is warranted in future study. Acknowledgments This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea Grant funded by the Korean Government (MEST) (NRF-2009-C1AAA001-2009-0093042).
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